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UNMANNED LIFE AUTONOMOUS DRONE SOLUTIONS PLATFORM

CHALLENGES OF CURRENT DRONE OPERATIONS

Need on-site drone pilots for each drone - high operational 
cost

Drones have limited capability and coverage – low 
response efficiency

Precise operation is difficult with manual drone control 
even for an excellent pilot – low accuracy / high crash risk

Cannot deploy drone swarms locality or city-wide – low 
value for money

Unmanned Life’s flexible and scalable Autonomy-as-a-Service for Pandemic Management 
Platform (ASPMP) enables fully autonomous multiple drone swarms to be deployed 
city-wide, using existing public telecom infrastructure. Each drone in a swarm can be tasked 
with a different and complex mission and can carry a range of payloads. All drones provide 
real-time visual and sensor data to enable remote management and data augmented operational 
insights. These autonomous swarms of upto 10 drones per swarm can be deployed all over 
the city and operated remotely from a single management dashboard at a central control 
room, like the crisis response center at city hall. Specifically for Public Safety and Crowd 
Monitoring, the ASPMP enables management of different scenarios simultaneously across 
the city.

Public Safety scenarios include: improving situational awareness, making public announcements, 
tracking suspicious activities and people and preventing theft and unlawful activities.

Crowd Monitoring scenarios include: enforcement of lockdowns, maintaining social 
distancing,  conducting headcount and detecting people with fever in a crowd.

Currently drones flown manually and individually are 
being used for various public safety and crowd monitoring 
activities. Such manual operations are limited in scope and 
coverage, challenging to deploy and hard to scale-up:

UNMANNED LIFE AUTONOMOUS PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

 

AUTONOMOUS DRONE SOLUTIONS FOR 
DISINFECTION OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR 
PUBLIC SPACES

CHALLENGES OF CURRENT MANUAL OPERATIONS

Dangerous for workers who are in close proximity in teams 

Lengthy, time-consuming, costly and inefficient processes

Lack of accuracy, monitoring and scalability for larger 
areas

Unmanned Life’s flexible and scalable Autonomy-as-a-Service for Pandemic Management Platform 
(ASPMP) enables fully autonomous multiple drone swarms to be deployed city-wide, using existing 
public telecom infrastructure. Each drone in a swarm can be tasked with a different and complex mission 
and can carry a range of payloads. All drones provide real-time visual and sensor data to enable remote 
management and data augmented operational insights. These autonomous swarms up to 10 drones per 
swarm can be deployed all over the city, near the site of operations from mobile deployment centers 
(vans) or deployed and controlled locally at a specific site like a Hospital. If required by city or police 
authorities, these different swarms from these vans can be managed remotely from a single management 
dashboard at a central control room, like the crisis response center at a city hall, or from the central police 
or fire station. The platform eliminates the need for skilled pilots for each drone.

Autonomous drones swarms for disinfection controlled by this ASPMP enable city and local authorities 
and agencies to tackle the spread of COVID-19 by rapidly and repeatedly disinfecting outdoor public 
spaces like parks, car parks, city centers and hospital buildings using spraying systems attached to the 
drones, and inside hospitals and other public buildings like concert halls using indoor drones fitted with 
UVGI lights. Real-time monitoring from the control centre enabled by video streaming from the drones 
and analysis of the data for the assessment of the autonomous drone swarm operations by the platform, 
ensures a high degree of efficiency and reliability.

Currently all disinfection operations are carried out manually 
requiring intensive human labour to disinfect indoor and 
outdoor surfaces. Such manual operations are disadvantaged 
by several challenges:



VALUE PROPOSITION

Unmanned Life’s ASPMP has a range of robust features to 
assist city and local authorities and agencies to tackle the 
spread of COVID-19 by rapidly and repeatedly disinfecting 
outdoor, indoor and semi-enclosed public spaces:

Fully autonomous drone swarms deployed from mobile 
deployment centers (vans) on-site to disinfect parks, car 
parks, city centers, hospitals and semi-enclosed areas 
like bus and train stations.

AUTONOMOUS COORDINATED DRONE SWARMS 
FOR OUTDOORS

The ASPMP’s AI-assisted tracking and monitoring 
services maps out areas on a city grid and on building 
blueprints, intelligently colour coding them based on 
the time surpassed since the last disinfection activity.

REAL-TIME TRACEABILITY

Fully autonomous drone and robot swarms deployed to 
disinfect confined indoor spaces, such as inside 
hospitals, concert halls, libraries and other public 
buildings, supermarket trolley storage areas, etc.

AUTONOMOUS COORDINATED DRONE AND 
ROBOT SWARMS FOR SEMI-ENCLOSED AREAS

The system is designed to enable live-video streaming 
and recording for legal and compliance issues around 
schedule, frequency,  completeness of disinfections, 
while adhering to privacy laws.

LEGAL, COMPLIANCE AND PRIVACY

Unmanned Life’s autonomous drones and robots 
possess the capability to carry different types of 
payloads like spraying canisters for outdoor surfaces 
and UVGI lights for indoor surfaces.

ABILITY TO CARRY MULTIPLE PAYLOADS

The ASPMP’s single management dashboard allows users 
to manage the swarm of drones, conduct both scheduled 
and on-demand disinfection activities and provide AI 
augmented insights from real-time video & other sensors.

SINGLE MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD



TECHNOLOGY

1. OPEN PLATFORM

Unmanned Life’s flexible and scalable Autonomy-as-a-Service for Pandemic Management Platform 
(ASPMP) enables fully autonomous multiple drone swarms to be deployed city-wide, using existing 
public telecom infrastructure. Each drone in a swarm can be tasked with a different and complex mission 
and can carry a range of payloads. All drones provide real-time visual and sensor data to enable remote 
management and data augmented operational insights. These autonomous swarms up to 10 drones per 
swarm can be deployed all over the city, near the site of operations from mobile deployment centers 
(vans) or deployed and controlled locally at a specific site like a Hospital. If required by city or police 
authorities, these different swarms from these vans can be managed remotely from a single management 
dashboard at a central control room, like the crisis response center at a city hall, or from the central police 
or fire station. The platform eliminates the need for skilled pilots for each drone.

Autonomous drones swarms for disinfection controlled by this ASPMP enable city and local authorities 
and agencies to tackle the spread of COVID-19 by rapidly and repeatedly disinfecting outdoor public 
spaces like parks, car parks, city centers and hospital buildings using spraying systems attached to the 
drones, and inside hospitals and other public buildings like concert halls using indoor drones fitted with 
UVGI lights. Real-time monitoring from the control centre enabled by video streaming from the drones 
and analysis of the data for the assessment of the autonomous drone swarm operations by the platform, 
ensures a high degree of efficiency and reliability.

Unmanned Life platform manages the autonomous drone 
operations and easily integrates with third party information systems

Managing different types of robots and 
drones with different functionalities



PERFORMANCE & BENEFITS

Performance Factors

Drone and robot swarm

Flight time

Area disinfected in a single mission

Costs reduction

Deployment time

Mobile & Portable

Remote operation 

Measures

2-10

10-35 mins

5 Km2

50%

<30 mins

Yes

Yes

UNMANNED LIFE TRACK RECORD IN EUROPE & USA 

BENEFITS
Watch the Video

Watch the Video

Watch the Video

Deployed a swarm of fully autonomous drones to 
provide live-video situation-awareness of a simulated 
urban accident site and first-aid kit delivery to 
first-responders

Deployed an autonomous drone to showcase their 
need and utility in emergency situations.

Deploying autonomous drone swarms to assist 
Vienna fire department in saving lives of drowning 
people by providing live video situation-awareness 
and delivery of life jackets.

WORLD´S FIRST 5G SAFE CITY 
WITH AUTONOMY-AS-A-SERVICE

WORLD FIRST FULLY AUTONOMOUS 
TRANSATLANTIC 5G LOW LATENCY DRONE SWARM

FULLY AUTONOMOUS DRONE SWARM
FOR EMERGENCY RESCUE

1
Low Operational and Human Cost – significantly 
lowers direct cost of operations (resources, effort 
and time spent) as well as direct risk for workers 
responsible for disinfecting.

2
High Response Efficiency - can be deployed 
simultaneously indoors and outdoors covering a 
greater area in a shorter duration of time compa-
red to manual disinfection processes.

3
High Value for Money – can accurately accomplish 
disinfection indoor and outdoor,  both scheduled and 
on-demand, at a significantly reduced cost compared 
to manual disinfection processes.
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UNMANNED LIFE OFFERS AN INTEGRATED AUTONOMOUS PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT PLATFORM 
FOR DISINFECTION OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PUBLIC SPACES

Autonomous Drone Solutions 
for COVID-19 Pandemic

 Disinfection and D
elivery

Disinfecting
Outdoors through Spraying

Disinfecting
Indoors using UVGI light

Delivering
Medical & Essential Supplies
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Crowd Monitoring
Tracking
Crowd Headcount

Maintaining
Social Distancing

Checking
Lockdown Compliance

Recording
Individual & Group Temperature  

Tracking
Theft & Illegal Activity

Enhancing
Wide-Area Reconnaissance

Making
Public Announcements
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